Since 1949
leading the game
in engine technology
Our Passion for engines

Our Vision:
Be a leading Partner for Customers in the development of powertrain components for high performance engines.

Our Mission:
Guarantee excellence and state of the art in design, engineering and manufacturing, leveraging our Italian technical know-how and creativity.

Our Essence
Experience: Starting from 1949
Performances in all conditions: From sport cars to motorcycles to recreational vehicles
Competences: Every process in house
Continuous evolution: Striving for innovation

From Component Supplier to Engineering Partner

Full control of all Research and Development processes:
• Product and process design and development
• Engineering
• Prototyping
• Testing
• Mould and tool design and development

Constant search for new and innovative solutions for materials, product design and manufacturing processes to guarantee superior product performances.

Our People

Involvement:
From workers to the management all employees are committed to success.

Teamwork:
Excellence is the output of open communication and effective coordination.

ASSO WERKE
Very high vertical integration

All manufacturing processes in house:
- Traditional and advanced foundry
- Forging line
- Over 25 machining centres for precision mechanical processes
- Various surface treatments
- Heat treatments

Flexibility

A right balance among traditional and automated processes allows satisfying specific customer needs: from special batches to small series to medium size production

Investments

A consistent and continuously updated investment plan strengthens the company's leadership position
Total area: 80,000 sqm with over 35,000 sqm of buildings

Pistons - Cylinders - Liners - Gudgeon pins - Piston rings - Engine blocks
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